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Why Academic Associations need a
business model?

A Business Model
• Describes the design or architecture of the value creation, delivery, and capture
mechanisms that the organization employs

• The essence of a business model is in defining the manner by which the

enterprise
• Value to customers – what they want? why customers value the firm’s products and
services

• Delivers – how they want it?
• Convinces customers to pay for value – how much they will pay?
• Manages costs to generate surplus – how much surplus needed?
Teece, D. J. (2010). Business models, business strategy and innovation. Long range planning, 43(2-3), 172-194.

Changing Scenario for Academic Associations
• Changes in higher education ecosystem of faculty/institution
• Demographic shifts
• Tenure track/non-tenure track shifts
• Financial support for faculty
• Academic qualification requirements for accreditation, rank and tenure
• Conference cost structure
• Need for
• Greater flexibility of business model
• Branding of Conferences
• Cost reduction
• Technology solutions

Academic Association Ecosystem
• Value creation
• Scholarship presentation at conferences
• Scholarship publication through journals and proceedings
• Network among peers
• Learning from experts
• Delivery – members and non-members (contacts)
• Revenue capture mechanisms – conferences, sponsorships, vendors, publication royalty
• The essence of the model is in defining the manner by which the academic association
• Delivers value to customers and stakeholders – what they want?
• Convinces customers and stakeholders to pay for value – how much they will pay?
• Manage costs to generate surplus – how much surplus needed?
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Value Creation: Scholarship
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scholarship presentation at conferences
Scholarship publication through journals and proceedings
Recognition of excellence in scholarship
Early career scholarship development/ Mentoring

Idea incubator for research ideas
Professional development in methods, theories, research question identification
Network and support systems

Learning from experts
Tenure support through letters
Accreditation qualification maintenance

Value Creation: Teaching
• Sharing of best practices in teaching
• Scholarship of teaching pedagogy
• Theory, models and evidence in student learning
⁻ Undergraduate, Graduate, Doctoral, Non-conventional

• Knowledge of teaching tools/methods
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻

Experiential Activities
Case development
Games and simulations
Assessments
Accreditation issues

Value Creation: Service and Leadership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service opportunities
Mentoring
Mid-career and senior faculty issues discussion
Sharing of best practices in leadership positions
Sharing of best practices in women, minority and diversity issues

Transparency of processes in academic institutions
Everything “sensitive” that faculty cannot “discuss” in their own institutions

⁻ For example COVID – 19 clock stop, pay discrepancies, tenure protection, power
issues etc.

Delivery Mechanisms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic conferences
Conference Proceedings
Academic Journals
Newsletters
White papers
Websites
Social media
Professional media such as LinkedIn Group

Delivery of Value
Academic Conferences
⁻ Competitive scholarship tracks
⁻ Different areas of management (12)
⁻ Management education and development (scholarship of teaching
⁻ Experiential activities
⁻ Awards in competitive tracks
⁻ All Conference best papers
⁻ Theoretical
⁻ Empirical
⁻ Student best paper
⁻ Track best paper

⁻ Developmental scholarship tracks
⁻ Idea incubators
⁻ Posters
⁻ Professional development workshops

Delivery of Value
Academic Conferences
⁻ Research Methods workshops
⁻ Expert panels and symposia

⁻

⁻
⁻
⁻

⁻ Fellows symposium
⁻ Work-life balance for women faculty symposium
⁻ Faculty of color networking
Doctoral Student Consortium – topics in
⁻ Research
⁻ Teaching
⁻ Job search
Junior Faculty Consortium – tenure and promotion tips
Mid-career/Senior faculty consortium – ‘what next’ tips
Partnership with Case Association
⁻ Mini conference within conference
⁻ Teaching cases
⁻ Separate awards

Delivery of Value
• Scholarly publications
• Journal

• Publisher management
• Editorial board and reviewer management
• Rankings
• Proceedings
• ISBN number
• Indexed
• White papers
• Professional expert report
• Policy Reports

• Other publications
•
•
•
•

Newsletters
Websites
Social media
LinkedIn

